**CUSTOMER** Fact Sheet

Market Leader in Mechanical Engineering

**HAUNI**

KÖRBER SOLUTIONS

Hauni Maschinenbau GmbH is an international German manufacturer of machines and systems for the tobacco industry and cigarette machines.

Hauni Maschinenbau GmbH uses Neptune Software to optimize the machine inspection and to equip the service technicians with a mobile solution based on SAP CS.

---

**PROJECT** Details

**GOALS & CHALLENGES**

- Reduce paper-based work
- Replacement of an Excel based documentation of the inspection results
- Better guidance for the Service Technicians through the process
- Acceleration of the Retrofit Process and the downstream commercial processes
- Automatic transfer of the captured data to the SAP Backend

**RESULTS**

- Fiori Application for inspection of machines
- Dynamic generation of checklists based on the equipment and inspection step
- Integration of native Hardware functionality such as Camera, Barcode
  Scanner, capturing signatures
- Generate inspection reports as pdf. document
- Edit pictures within the application, redlining and comments

**TECHNOLOGY DETAILS**

- 350 Neptune Software Users
- SAP CS & Neptune based UIS mobile App
- Hybrid Fiori-App for Windows-Laptop with Picture editor und Signature function

**EFFORT, DURATION & TIMELINE**

- Duration: 4 Month
- Ca. 100 MD (internal + external effort) including Backend programming
- Partner: SD&C Consulting GmbH